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We report the direct observation of electron heating in an electrlc field
uslng hot electron spectroscopy. The device structure used for the study
nas a graded band-gap base heteroJunction bipolar transistor, fabricated
in the GaAsr/AlGaAs seniconductor alloy system. A thermal electron
distribution at 4.2K was lnjected from the emi-tter into the base of the
transistor tlrat was compositionally graded to yield a quasi- electric field
of 2OkVcn-'. The equllibrium electron distribution nas heated by the
electric field and could be characterized at the end of the 90nm base
region, by an effective electron temperature of 650K.

The lncorporation of heterojunctrons or
doplng charge sheets in electronic devices
enables one to reaLize, lntentionally or
unintentionally, structures in whlch
non-equllibrlum charge carrlers can play an

important role. In order to understand the
dynamic properties of emerging electronlc
devices lt ls essential to understand the
transport properttes of these charge
carriers. The transport properties of
non-equlllbriurn electrons, lnjected from a

potentlal step has been characterized in
degenerate n & p-type GaAs using hot
electron spectroscopy.l- 3)

In additlon to understanding the
transport dynamics of hot electrons
lnjected into a reglon of no electric
field, the transport propertles of charge
carrlers in the presence of an electrlc
field is also of great interest. In
particular the high electric field
transport properties of mirrority carriers
in heavily doped p-type semiconductors has

received much attention since lt lras
observed that the electron drift velocity
saturates in p-type InGaA"4), at fields
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many times greater than the threshold field
for the Gunn effect. It was suggested that
the absence of a negative differential
reslstance region in this case, was due to
the strong interaction between the ninority
carrier electrons and the background holes.
This effect has recently been nodeled in
GaAs5) and rnGaA".5) Both
investigations found that when

electron-hole scattering was included the
transfer of electrons to the subsidiary
minima was slgnificantly suppressed, even

at low hole concentrations. Slmllar
experlmental evldence for an enhanced
scattering rate has al-so been obtained ln
silicon.7) Recent calculations by Levl et
al show that the energy loss rate for hot
electrons in p - type material8) is
enhanced for electrons with energies in the
50-200meV range. Sinilar energy loss rates
are obtained for n-type matertal.2)

In this work we describe the first
detailed investigation of the electron
distributlon resulting from interactions
with a quasi-electric field obtained by
composi.tionally grading AlGaAs. Levine et
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a19) has studled the drift velocity in a

conposltionally graded region having a low
quasi-electric field of L.2kVcm-L using
reflectivity techniques and obtained a

value of 2.3x106cns- 1. In our
experiments we are looking at transport in
hlgh electric fields (20kVen- l). In order
to study the carrier transport in such a

system we have realized hot electron
spectroscopy in a graded band gap base
translstor so that rre can spectroscopically
resolve the electron distribution after
transir in the high electric field,
compositionally graded region. The use of
hot electron spectroscopy to address this
problem allows determlnation of the entire
electron distribution function rather than
Just an ensenble velocity.

Ide have chosen slmllar parameters for
the deslgn of the graded band-gap base
transistor as those previously used to
study the transport properties of electrons
in a uniform base translstor. However, the
graded base translstor differs in two
important ways. Firstly a quasi- electric
field of 2OkVcn-1 exlsts ln the base that
ls obtained by cornposltlonally grading the
A1 content of Alxcal _ *As in the b ase

frour x-0.15 to 0.0 over 90nm. Secondly
electrons are injected into the base at
thermal equillbrium (the previous
transistor had a hot electron injector) and

obtain a non-thermal distribution by
galning energy from the quasi-electric
field.

The transistor structure was grolrn by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a <100>
seml-insulating GaAs substrate. A schematic
diagran of the epitaxlal layers is shown if
Flg.1. The layers comprising the transistor
consisted of a 600nrn o* GaAs buffer layer
followed by a n-2x1017.r- 3 AlGaAs
collector, with an A1 fraction of 0.35 and
compositionally graded over the 5nm closest

to the base. The base was doped p-type with
Be to 2x1018.r-3 and graded over 90nm

from GaAs, at the collector side, to AlGaAs
(Al compositlon 0.15) at the emitter. This
resulted in the base region having a

quasi-electric field in the conduction band
of 2OkVcm-1. The electrons were injected
into the b ase f rom an AlGaAs (A1

composition 0.15) emitter doped n-type to
2x1017cn - 3 that was composi.tionally
graded up to an Al conposition of O.2 over
13nn to remove the heterojunction spike in
the conductlon band enabling an equilibriun
electron distribution to be injected into
the compositionally graded base.10) A

final thin ,r* layer was grown to
facllitate ohnic contact formatlon to the
emitter. The structure was fabricated into
a two level mesa structure using standard
chemical etchlng techniques to reveal the
emltter, base and collector for. ohmic
contact formation. Ohrnic contacts rrere made

by annealing a Au-Sn alloy to the emitter
and collector and a Au-Be alloy to the
base.
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Fig.L Schematic diagram of the
epitaxial layers comprlsing the
graded band-gap base bipol-ar
transistor. The eqitter4 had an
area of 7.85x10- 5"r- 2.

A schematic diagram of the energy band
of the transistor is shown in Fig. Z. The
transistor had a current gain of 330 at
room temperature increasing to 1600 when
cooled to llquid Heliurn temperatures where
the hot electron measurements were rnade.
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FLg.2 Schenatic diagram of the
graded band-gap base bipolar,
transistor used ln this study.
The solid line shows the bana
structure of the device in
equilibriun and the dashed line
lndicates the band edge with a
forward blas applied to the base
collector JunctLon.

The emitter was forward biased to lnject an

equlllbrlum dlstribution into the base
region. The hot electron spectrum was

obtalned by forward biasing the collector
wlth respect to the base. Idhen the
base/collector junctlon is forward biased
the heteroJunction barrier increases and at
Vb"-0.4V begins to analyze the
distribution that has traversed the base.
The heteroJunction barrler energy increases
linearly wlth blas and finally injects a

large number of electrons into the base.
However, before this high lnjectlon
condltion is reached most of the electron
distributlon is analyzed. This is i.nsured
by having a larger A1 compositlon (x:0.35)
ln the collector than the Al compositlon
that exi,sts at the emitter end of the base.
When the electron distribution is fully
analyzed the heterojunction barrier has
been raised to about 0.23eV. The measured
hot electron spectrum ls shown in Fig. 3.

for injectlon currents of 0.5 and LrnA.

There ls no significant dlfference in the
spectra other than anplltude. The emitter
current denslty ls kept low <15Acn-2 so

that the voltage drop across the base
resistance will be ninlnal. In accordance

wlth p revLous measurenents 3) !re have
analyzed the results in terms of an
effectlve electron temperature and found
that slgnlficant heatlng occurs such that
the distribution can be characterized by an
effective electron temperature of G50K.
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Fig.3 Measured hot electron
speetra obtained for twolndicated emitter inj ectlonlevels. The position of theconduction band edge of theenitter Ec and the potential
at the emitter end of the baseOb" are lndicated.

We discuss these results in light of
earller investlgations of hot electron
injectlon into uniformly doped base devices
and Levl et al's calculations for the
energy loss rate for hot electrons in
p-type material. For the case of hot
electron lnJectlon lnto a unifornly doped
base, with an initial hot electron excess
energy (energy step at emitter/base
junction) of 0.20eV, conparable to the net
potentlal energy galn available to
electrons in the graded bandgap base, w€

found that the electron distrlbution cooled
as the electrons traversed the base to
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yleld Te-350K for a base width of 45nn
and t20K for a base width of 90nm. These

results are consistent with the
calculatlons that finds the energy loss
rate for hot electrons varies wlth average
energy but is ln the range of 0.05ps for
energles ln the range of 0.1eV. In the
present experlments lre find for a base
width of 90nm and a net energy gain in
transiting the base of 0.L8eV an el-ectron
temperature of 650K. While this is a factor
of four times the tenperature obtained in
earlier experiments, this is still well
below the maximun temperature expected for
the case where electron-hole scattering is
neglected. The temperature rise is llurited
by the onset of intervalley scattering at
hlgher energies. Levi et al. have
calculated slgnificantly greater energy
loss rates for ninority hot electrons in
p -type material (p-2x1018.t - 3 ). In the
present case the continuous acceleration of
the electrons by the quasi- electric field
results in a dynanic equilibrium in which
the electron distribution can be maintai-ned
at a signiflcant avexage temperature (550K

vs. 120K after traversing 95nn). This
result can be understood if we consider the
average energy gain from the quasi-electric
field between energy loss colllsions. For
an average energy of 50neV Levi et al
ealculate a collision time of 0.05ps or a

mean free path of approximately 30nn. The

average energy gained from the
quasi- electric field in traversing this
distance ls about 5OrneV. Thus unlike the
case of hot electron lnjection, in this
case the lnJected electrons continuously
loss energy as they come into equllibrium
with the sea of holes in the base, in this
case the electrons gain energy eontinuously
from the quasi-electric field and come into
equlllbrlum with the comb ined

distance of 27.5nm and gain a net energy of
50ureV. At this point the rate of energy
gain from the quasi- electrlc field is just
balanced by the rate of energy loss to the
holes and the electron temperature remains
relatively constant the rest of the way
across the graded region.

In conclusion we have measured the hot
electron spectra of minority electrons
traversing the base of a graded band gap
heteroJuncti.on bipolar transistor and have
found that the dynamics of energy exchange
between the minority carriers and the
background sea of holes is quite different
than the case of hot electrons in a
unifornly doped base structure. We find an
electron temperature of 650K, nearly four
times larger than that obtained for
minority electrons wlth comparable
potential energy gains after transiting
comparable base widths in unifornly floped
devlces. This signlficant difference is
shown to be consistent with calculated
energy loss rates.
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